partment. It can also be powered using an
enclosed USB-to-Micro USB connector
that plugs into any USB charging device,
such as a smartphone charger or computer.
The USB cable does not charge the batteries! There is no auto off circuit — the unit
must be turned off with the POWER switch
or the batteries will drain. The meter only
consumes 33 mA of current with the light
off, but still you don’t want to be confronted with dead batteries when you have
not used it for a while.
I used the MFJ-845 at my station with my
Icom IC-756PROII and G5RV antenna.
The meter performed as expected, read-

ing a little high compared to my ARRL
Lab calibrated Daiwa wattmeter. I wish
that the meter had a provision for either a
peak-hold or an average power function.
It reads instantaneous power, so once you
stop transmitting, the reading goes to zero.
A single page instruction sheet is enclosed,
but some additional information, particularly about the powering options, would be
helpful. Some minimal instructions, in tiny
type, are printed on the rear of the meter,
but they assume that you know how to use
this type of device. It would be nice if an
optional case were available, particularly
since MFJ notes in its instructions that the

‘845 is “Not for bad weather – Keep protected from the elements.”
Along with indoor use, the MFJ-845 would
work well for go kits, portable, or mobile
operation, particularly because it can be
powered by AAA batteries or any USB
charger. At half a pound, it might be a little
too heavy for backpackers. It is accurate
enough for most Amateur Radio applications and the 200 W limit is workable for
most HF stations.
Manufacturer: MFJ Enterprises, PO Box
494, Mississippi State, MS 39762; tel 800647-1800; www.mfjenterprises.com.

QSK llc TP-1 Touch Paddle
station power supply, it arrives with its own
ac “wall wart” supply.

Reviewed by Steve Ford, WB8IMY
QST Editor
wb8imy@arrl.org
As much as I enjoy using mechanical iambic paddles for
sending CW, electronic touch
paddles have always intrigued
me. Touch-sensitive switches
have been available for decades,
with capacitance switches being the most
common type. They rely on the capacitive
effect of a human body part — most often
a finger — in proximity to a metal surface.
When it comes to CW paddles, the touch
switch advantage is the lack of moving
parts. The fixed paddles never require
cleaning or adjustment, and they are utterly
silent. The disadvantage, of course, is that
touch paddles require a power source.
The TP-1
QSK llc is a relatively new player in the
Amateur Radio market. Even so, their TP-1
touch paddle has already attracted substantial attention from the CW community.
The TP-1 circuitry is housed in a 2 ×
13⁄4 inch black metal enclosure, which is
attached to a thin, 9-inch-long padded platform with rubber feet beneath. Between
the weight of your hand and the grip of the
rubber feet, the entire assembly is stable on
any smooth surface.
The actual paddles are each 1 ⁄8 inches in
length and 11⁄4 inches wide. They are extensions of the individual circuit boards
5

with their surface-mount components. The
board material is about 1⁄16 inch thick and
exhibited little, if any, bending.
At the rear of the TP-1 (Figure 4) there is a
coaxial dc power jack and a 1⁄8-inch threeconductor jack for the keying cable (provided with the TP-1). The keying output is
optically isolated.
The TP-1 draws a mere 40 mA at 12 V. It
is capable of operating with a supply voltage ranging from 8 to 24 Vdc. While you
can power the TP-1 from a battery or your

Bottom Line
The TP-1 touch paddle is well
made and easy to use, offering an
alternative to traditional mechanical
paddles.

Test Driving the TP-1
When I connected the dc power cable to the
TP-1, green LEDs glowed on each
paddle to indicate the key was
up and running. According
to the instructions, it actually
takes about 200 milliseconds
for the TP-1 to calibrate itself
when power is applied. With
that in mind, they advise you
to avoid touching the paddles
when you energize the TP-1
initially.
The TP-1 is shipped for right hand operation, but this can be easily changed by
shifting the position of the enclosure. The
individual paddles are dedicated to generating “dits” and “dahs,” with “dits” on the left
paddle and “dahs” on the right. Once again,
this can also be easily changed by swapping the positions of the paddles.
Being a right-handed operator, I was completely comfortable with the default configuration. Within just a few minutes after
extracting the TP-1 from its shipping box,
I was banging out Morse code with my
transceiver keyer in practice mode. The instructions caution that sending with a touch
paddle may seem odd at first, and may
require some practice, but I didn’t find this
to be the case. The TP-1 felt surprisingly
“natural,” closer to a mechanical paddle
than I would have imagined possible.
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It didn’t take long before I decided that
practice was over and it was time to take to
the airwaves. I enjoyed several conversations at various speeds and found the TP-1
to be a pleasure to use. It provided consistently smooth operation with little fatigue.
Conclusion
The performance of the TP-1 seems to rival
the well-crafted mechanical paddles that I
have tried. That’s important to keep in mind
when you consider the TP-1’s price tag. At
$149 the TP-1 may seem expensive, until
you realize that you’d have to pay the same
or substantially more to achieve the same
performance with a mechanical paddle.

Figure 4 — A close-up view of the
TP-1 showing the coaxial power jack and 1⁄8 inch stereo phone jack for the keyer cable.

Manufacturer: QSK llc, 14639 South
Hawthorne Court North, Homer Glen, IL
60491; www.qskllc.com. Price: $149.

Leo Bodnar Electronics
GPS-Disciplined Oscillator
Reviewed by Pete Smith, N4ZR
n4zr@contesting.com
A favorite way of achieving high
frequency accuracy for Amateur
Radio purposes is through the
use of a GPS-disciplined oscillator (GPSDO), which relies on the
frequency and timing information
provided by Global Positioning
System satellites. Until recently,
though, this has required a laboratory standard or a non-trivial
amount of home-brewing skill,
because reasonably priced existing hardware delivered only a 10
MHz reference signal. Receivers,
transverters, and other equipment
often require reference signals at
other frequencies. For example,
the QS1R software-defined receiver used by many participants
in the Reverse Beacon Network
requires a 125 MHz reference
signal. Typically, this frequency conversion
is achieved by use of a phase-locked loop
which produces a precise 125 MHz signal
locked to the 10 MHz reference, but such
a unit has not been available in finished
form except at very high, laboratory-grade
instrument pricing.
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Recently, Force 12 CEO Bill
Hein, AA7XT, took on US distribution for the Bodnar GPSDO,
being manufactured by Leo
Bodnar Electronics in England.
Bodnar’s business is mainly in
the world of race car simulators,
but he’s also a ham (MØXER), so
perhaps it should be no surprise
that the device he has developed
finds useful application in our
hobby as well.

Bottom Line
The Leo Bodnar GPS-disciplined
oscillator offers a highly stable and
accurate frequency source for amateur applications.
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First, Why Bother?
Old-timers like me remember the
ARRL Frequency Measurement
Tests, BC-221 frequency meters,
and crystal calibrators (well,
“barely remember” might be
more accurate). With those crude
tools, measurement accuracies of
tens of hertz at 30 MHz were very
good. Now, however, it is easy to
adjust a transceiver’s frequency
within a few hertz. A run-of-the-mill transceiver is capable of stability of ±5 PPM,
and the best transceiver oscillators achieve
±0.5 PPM. Still, that amounts to 150 and
15 Hz respectively, at 30 MHz, or 720 and
72 Hz at 144 MHz. When you consider that
standard WSPR (Weak Signal Propagation
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